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applicazioni di tecniche spettroscopicheMetodi fisici
in chimica organicaGuida al corso di metodi fisici in
chimica organica35 problemi svolti per il corso di
Metodi fisici in chimica organicaDispense dal corso
di metodi fisici in chimica organicaGuida al corso di
metodi fisici in chimica organicaMetodi fisici in
chimica organicafondamenti in spettrometria UV,
Visibile, IR, NMR, Massa, ESCA (PES), EPRMetodi
fisici in chimica organicaFarmacognosia generale e
applicataPiccin-Nuova LibrariaGazzetta ufficiale
della Repubblica italiana. Parte primaGazzetta
ufficiale della Repubblica italiana. Parte prima, serie
generaleSpectroscopic Methods in Organic
ChemistryGeorg Thieme Verlag
365.690
The derivation of structural information from spectroscopic
data is now an integral part of organic chemistry courses at all
Universities. A critical part of any such course is a suitable set
of problems to develop the student’s understanding of how
structures are determined from spectra. Organic Structures
from Spectra, Fifth Edition is a carefully chosen set of more
than 280 structural problems employing the major modern
spectroscopic techniques, a selection of 27 problems using
2D-NMR spectroscopy, more than 20 problems specifically
dealing with the interpretation of spin-spin coupling in proton
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NMR spectra and 8 problems based on the quantitative
analysis of mixtures using proton and carbon NMR
spectroscopy. All of the problems are graded to develop and
consolidate the student’s understanding of organic
spectroscopy. The accompanying text is descriptive and only
explains the underlying theory at a level which is sufficient to
tackle the problems. The text includes condensed tables of
characteristic spectral properties covering the frequently
encountered functional groups. The examples themselves
have been selected to include all important common
structural features found in organic compounds and to
emphasise connectivity arguments. Many of the compounds
were synthesised specifically for this purpose. There are
many more easy problems, to build confidence and
demonstrate basic principles, than in other collections. The
fifth edition of this popular textbook: • includes more than 250
new spectra and more than 25 completely new problems; •
now incorporates an expanded suite of new problems dealing
with the analysis of 2D NMR spectra (COSY, C H Correlation
spectroscopy, HMBC, NOESY and TOCSY); • has been
expanded and updated to reflect the new developments in
NMR and to retire older techniques that are no longer in
common use; • provides a set of problems dealing
specifically with the quantitative analysis of mixtures using
NMR spectroscopy; • features proton NMR spectra obtained
at 200, 400 and 600 MHz and 13C NMR spectra include
DEPT experiments as well as proton-coupled experiments; •
contains 6 problems in the style of the experimental section of
a research paper and two examples of fully worked solutions.
Organic Structures from Spectra, Fifth Edition will prove
invaluable for students of Chemistry, Pharmacy and
Biochemistry taking a first course in Organic Chemistry.
Contents Preface Introduction Ultraviolet Spectroscopy
Infrared Spectroscopy Mass Spectrometry Nuclear Magnetic
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Resonance Spectroscopy 2DNMR Problems Index Reviews
from earlier editions “Your book is becoming one of the “go
to” books for teaching structure determination here in the
States. Great work!” “…I would definitely state that this book
is the most useful aid to basic organic spectroscopy teaching
in existence and I would strongly recommend every instructor
in this area to use it either as a source of examples or as a
class textbook”. Magnetic Resonance in Chemistry “Over the
past year I have trained many students using problems in
your book - they initially find it as a task. But after doing 3-4
problems with all their brains activities... working out the rest
of the problems become a mania. They get addicted to the
problem solving and every time they solve a problem by
themselves, their confident level also increases.” “I am
teaching the fundamentals of Molecular Spectroscopy and
your books represent excellent sources of spectroscopic
problems for students.”
Quello che gli autori si sono proposti è mostrare l’importanza
che la chimica ha avuto in “Civiltà delle Macchine” e il modo
in cui Sinisgalli ha affrontato questo tema, lontano dalla sua
cultura originaria di “matematico” e ingegnere. I curatori non
si sono limitati a raccogliere gli articoli che trattavano
specificatamente di un argomento “chimico”per non tradire lo
spirito di Sinisgalli. Era necessario esaminare nel suo
complesso il modo in cui Sinisgalli aveva trattato l’intera
tematica, in tutte le sfaccettature. Egli invitava a mischiare le
culture, a contaminare la cultura scientifica e quella
umanistica: per fare questo non ci si è limitati a considerare
articoli su tematiche strettamente “chimiche”, ma si è preso
in considerazione il modo in cui Sinisgalli ha voluto trattare
nel suo complesso tematiche in cui la chimica ha un ruolo.
Dando spazio a contributi di “umanisti” che riportavano le
impressioni ricavate da visite organizzate a impianti
siderurgici o di estrazione petrolifera e a contributi che
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avevano come fine quello di essere esplicativi e divulgativi di
una tecnica specifica, rivolti a un pubblico non
necessariamente esperto. Si è cercato di rimanere connessi
al progetto di Sinisgalli di unificare la cultura “alta” con la
cultura tecnica e scientifica.

This introductory textbook covers all the major
spectroscopic techniques that cover the derivation of
structural information from spectroscopic data. It
incorporates over 200 carefully selected problems
that are graded to develop and consolidate the
students understanding of organic spectroscopy and
to develop an understanding of how structures are
derived. This, the third edition has been thoroughly
revised and updated and reflects the many
developments in this area. It includes over 50 new
problems and presents challenging examples that
have been carefully selected to include all-important
structural features and to emphasise connectivity
arguments. More emphasis on techniques is
included in the problems and the advanced NMR
topics section is expanded in the areas of decoupling
and applications of the nuclear overhauser effect
(nOe). Brief and easy-to-read text providing sufficient
detail of theory to be able to solve problems without
going to excessive depth. Large, graded selection of
problems—from the very easy to challenging.
Provides hands-on training for the non-expert
Boost your knowledge of modern spectroscopic
methods! This reference work provides you with
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essential knowledge for the application of modern
spectroscopic methods in organic chemistry. All
methods are explained based on typical practical
examples, theoretical aspects, and applications. The
following spectroscopic methods are explained and
examples are given: UV/Vis Spectroscopy Infrared
(IR) and Raman Spectroscopy Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR) Mass
Spectrometry (MS) The textbook has been a
standard reference for decades. As it conveys
necessary knowledge for examinations at all
universities it is compulsory reading for every
organic chemistry student!
List of members in v. 1.
Download Area for
Lecturers:www.thieme.de/specials/hmz_en.html This
book provides the necessary equipment for the
application of spectroscopic methods in organic
chemistry, as required as part of chemistry courses in all
universities. The following methods are explained and
examples given: UV/Vis Spectroscopy, derivative
Spectroscopy, chirooptical methods CD and ORD.
Aggregated molecules, charge transfer complexes,
conjugated oligomers. Infrared (IR) and Raman
Spectroscopy, Fourier transform IR spectroscopy, and
GC/IRcombination methods. Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR), 1H-, 13C-, 19F-, 15Nund 31P-NMR, spin decoupling, triple resonance, INDOR
difference spectroscopy, 2D- and 3D-NMR, COSY,
TOCSY, ROESY and NOESY spectra, NOE, INEPT, and
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DEPT technique, DEPTQ, HETCOR, HRMAS,
INADEQUATE and lanthanide shift reagents, simulation
and calculation of spectra, and the combination of
separation and NMR methods. The new 2D NMR
techniques TOCSY, HMQC and HMBC, more examples
and a guide to completely assign all 1H and 13C NMR
signals of a given substrate. Mass spectrometry (MS),
electron impact and chemical ionization (EI and CI), fast
atom bombardment (FAB), electrospray und
thermospray ionization (ESI and TSI), MS/MS technique
(MSn), field ionization and field desorption (FI and FD),
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI), MALDI
TOF technique, GC/MS, LC/MS, and HPLCUV(DAD)-APCI combination MS/MS technique. Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance MS (FT-ICR-MS). The
layout and many tables help to introduce the reader to
spectroscopy.The extensive and thorough approach
makes the text the first choice both as a companion for
the professional chemists and as a refresher course in
practical spectroscopy.The second English edition is a
translation of the 7th German edition, in which several
major alterations and didactic improvements have been
made. For further information on our chemistry products,
please visit: Thieme Chemistry.
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